Open Your Class with This Tomorrow- Powerful Teaching

Metacognition Sheets: Being Aware of What You Know

Directions:
1. Review with your students the concept of metacognition: being aware of what you know and what you don’t know.
2. Have students fill out a metacognition Google Form. A visual example is provided below. Please file make a copy for your students to respond, so you can check their responses. You can also use this as a hard copy exit ticket.
3. After reviewing responses, you may want to provide quick elaborative feedback.

Books for Psychology Class
Summary of Supporting Research
This activity was from research conducted by John Nietfeld and colleagues. Researchers had college students listen to lectures in a real classroom. One group only listened, while the other group listened and completed a metacognition sheet. The group with the metacognition sheets scored consistently higher (almost a full letter grade higher) than students who only listened to the lesson.


Flash Forward: What do your students want to remember?

Directions
1. Ask your students the following question: Now that you have taken this course, what would you like to remember ten years from now and why?

Summary of Powerful Tools
By answering this one question, students are retrieving, spacing, and using metacognition. Student answers can help provide you with feedback about the topics meaningful to your students and allow for some self-reflection and inspiration for the next term.